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“A well-chosen intelligence 
provider has the power to 
revolutionise your operations 
at sea, ensuring they meet 
and exceed industry standards 
for safety, effectiveness, and 
efficiency.”

To make the right decision, here are five 
essential factors to consider when selecting 
your risk intelligence provider:

1. RELIABILITY – secure a supplier 
with a reputation for providing 
reliable and precise information 
that has stood the test of 
time. Query their forecasting 
methodology, to understand how 
they arrive at their predictions 
and the factors they consider. 
Transparency regarding their 
approach is key. Be aware of any 
dependencies that might impact 
the reliability of their intelligence, 
such as external data sources and 
software team.
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2. COVERAGE – when         
selecting a digital risk 
provider, it is crucial that your 
supplier can demonstrate 
their expertise in covering 
both the thematic depth to 
align with your risk appetite 
and the geographic breadth 
to match your trading 
footprint. Your chosen 
provider should possess a 
deep understanding of the 
specific risks that impact your 
industry and be equipped 
to provide comprehensive 
insights in those areas. 

3. TIMING – in a rapidly 
evolving world, the ability to 
obtain accurate and timely 
information is paramount. 
By accessing intelligence 
services at the right time, 
you gain a competitive 
advantage, enabling you to 
make informed decisions and 
stay ahead of the curve. Invest 
in intelligence services that 
deliver real-time insights and 
unlock the power of being in 
the right place, at the right 
time, for unparalleled business 
growth.

4. CUSTOMISATION – this is a 
crucial factor to consider when 
selecting a service provider. 
Evaluate whether they offer 
customisable solutions that 
can be tailored to meet your 
specific requirements. A 
provider that understands the 
unique needs of your business 
and offers flexibility in their 
services can ensure a smooth 
onboarding experience, 
which is essential to minimise 
disruptions and maximise 
productivity.

5. SERVICE SUPPORT – a 
key thing to consider when 
evaluating digital risk services 
is the level of service support. 
It is important to assess 
what is offered in terms of 
accessibility and expertise. A 
knowledgeable response to 
time-sensitive queries can 
make the difference between 
a good decision and choosing 
the optimal course of action. 
A responsive team can 
provide valuable guidance 
and insights when you need it 
most.
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GLOBAL ALERTS SERVICE
Over 1 trillion pieces of data are created 
everyday - cutting through this noise is now 
crucial for business and global trading.

SENTINEL is the new Global Alerts Service which 
pushes actionable intelligence to seafarers - 
the system raises risk alerts specific to your 
vessels - understanding where you embarked, 
where you are now and your destination.

No app, hardware, platform or software 
is required, no login and no password - we 
manage and tailor your system requirements 
and proximity settings for your fleet or for your 
voyage.

SENTINEL scans millions of maritime data points 
- we then extract and qualify threats, to identify 
and broadcast unique actionable risk alerts that 
enable your crews to make the right decision, at 
the right time.

SENTINEL - ALERTS are delivered via:
• Email
• Portal
• WhatsApp/SMS

AMBREY SENTINEL - COMMUNITY
Ambrey provides risk management services 
to over 1000 vessels every single day, our 
community offers first hand insights and 
risk awareness to all users on the water - 
contributing to a safer and more secure 
shipping industry. 

GLOBAL DYNAMIC THREATS
Drone  attacks,  political  tensions, Narcotics, 
migration, robbery - the seafarer, the 
CSO and the business leader must  now  
navigate  wide  ranging  and complex global 
operating environments to deliver strategic 
resilience.

CONTACT sentinel@ambrey.com

To request a system demo.
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With over 15 High Risk Areas and threats emerging and 
developing, it is important that masters receive vessel and 
area specific operational support during voyages.

GUARDIAN is a best-in-class digitally supported 
Watchkeeper Service, designed  to  deliver  operational  
support  requirements and provide clients with an optimised 
and dynamic risk assessment, to keep risk at the lowest 
acceptable level wherever and whenever it is most needed.

We oversee every stage of the voyage - your vessel, its 
route and its proximity will be constanty monitored as it 
joins the largest risk managed fleet in the world.

AMBREY combines the world’s largest maritime team of 
operations managers, watchkeepers, in house thematic and 
geographical analysts with our 24/7-365 Global Operations 
Centre to deliver this unique service.

GUARDIAN proactively identifies your risk, informs you of 
optimal mitigation, and supports your operations to reduce 
risk.

GUARDIAN RESPONDS TO SENTINEL ALERTS
• SENTINEL Alerts visibility - global coverage of crime, war, 

activism, militancy, and migration. 
• All alerts are sourced, verified, and streamed in real-time. 

PRE-VOYAGE SERVICE
• Transit & Port Risk Assessments
• Vessel Advised Routing
• Dynamic BMP Checklist

LIVE VOYAGE MONITORING
• Global Operational Tracking
• Over the Horizon Scanning
• Real time Re-Routing
• SENTINEL - Global Alerts Service
• Crisis Management

PROTECTIVE SECURITY
We provide further insights and recommendations on 
protective security options.

PRE-VOYAGE

LIVE VOYAGE

SENTINEL
ALERTS

PROTECTIVE
SECURITY

www.ambrey.com

CONTACT guardian@ambrey.com

To request a service demo.
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In today’s rapidly evolving world, 
the maritime risk landscape 
presents new and diverse 
challenges. From irregular 
migration to war risk perils, the 
trading landscape has reached 
new levels of complexity. 
As a result, both CSOs and 
business leaders are tasked with 
managing these risks more 
effectively than ever before.

With FATHOM, our digital risk management engine, you can 
rely on us to provide timely and original risk management 
advice through privileged sources and proprietary 
technologies. 
 
We understand the importance of delivering what you need, 
precisely when you need it. Our new SENTINEL Global Alerts 
Service and GUARDIAN Watchkeeping Service reinforce our 
commitment to your safety and security. 
 
Contact us today and experience the difference of working 
with trusted experts in the field who prioritise your peace of 
mind. 
 
Trust that we are committed to your success.

CONTACT fathom.support@ambrey.com

To request a system demo.
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OVERVIEW

CONDITIONALITY

INCLUSIONS

MODEL

INCENTIVES
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Transit and Port Risk Optimisation, 
delivered by a dedicated analytics 
and watch team, 24/7.

Recommended 72hr notice

Minimum 3 day engagement

SENTINEL

Breach of Custom or Ambrey D-ETA 
areas

100% of fleet
Volume commitment
Multi-year engagement
Multi-product

All-Source Global Alert service, 
specific to fleet, route and destination 
-  globally and 365 days/yr

Minimum 10 vessels or 25% of fleet

Minimum 6m+ engagement

FATHOM

Annual Risk Advisory Service

100% of fleet
Volume commitment
Multi-year engagement
Multi-product

Market-leading maritime risk analytics 
platform, to safeguard vessels, crew 
and reputation.

SENTINEL (minimum term) 
or
Direct 12m+ engagement

SENTINEL (first 10 vsls FOC)

6m+ Licenecd SaaS

100% of fleet
Multi-year engagement
Multi-product
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